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The Dakota Fairy Tales
of La Frank Baum

Mark I. West

L, Frank Baum lived in Aberdeen, South Dakota, from September 1888 until April 1891. During this period, he ran a store
called Baum's Bazaar for a little over a year, and when that
enterprise failed, he tried his hand at publishing a weekly
newspaper named the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. Baum managed to keep the paper going until March 1891, but in the end,
it, too, proved to be a financial failure. Feeling defeated, Baum
left Aberdeen that April and moved to Chicago, where he eventually achieved fame as a children's author. Even though Baum
had little success as an Aberdeen businessman, the experiences
he gained while living on the Dakota prairie provided him with
material and insights that he would later draw upon in his stories.
The literary critics and biographers who have studied Baum
are not in complete agreement as to how his Dakota years
influenced his writings. Some critics argue that the opening
scenes in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900), which Baum
places in Kansas, are really set in South Dakota. Michael Patrick
Hearn takes this position in The Annotated Wizard ofOz, stating that these scenes "are largely Baum's recollections of the
great gray prairie of the Dakota Territory (now South Dakota)."'
The historian Nancy Tystad Koupal takes a somewhat different
1. Hearn, Introduction, Notes, and Bibliography to Tbe Annotated Wizard of Oz
York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1973), p, 93,
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position. She agrees that Baum drew on his Dakota experiences when writing his Oz books, but she argues that he did
not use Kansas as a "stand-in for Dakota."^ In an article titled
"The Wonderful Wizard of the West," Koupal emphasizes
Baum's creative use of political events that occurred in
Aberdeen during his time there. She points out, for example,
that "Baum's perceptions of woman suffrage, something he
examined in his second Oz novel, are . . . heavily drawn from
his Dakota days."-*
2, Koupal, Preface to Our Landlady, by L, Frank Baum CLincoin: University of Nebraska Pa-ss. 1996). p. ix.
3, Koupal, "The Wonderful Wizard of the Westr L. Frank Baum in South Dakota, 188891," Great Plains Quarterly 9 (Fall 1989.); 203,
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Although there is plenty of room for debate on the influence
of Baum's Dakota years on his Oz books, there is no disputing
the influence these years had on the Dakota fairy tales that he
published in 1905 and I906. Two of these tales, "The Discontented Gopher" and "The Enchanted Buffalo," ran in a magazine called the Delineator in 1905. The others were published
in 1906 as part of a series of little books known collectively as
the Twinkle Tales, The series consists of six books: Mr. Woodchuck, Bandit Jim Crow, Prairie-Dog Town, Prince Mud-Turtle,
Sugar-Loaf Mountain, and Twinkle's Enchantment. Baum wrote
these tales under the pseudonym of Laura Bancroft, and he
intended them for beginning readers. All have Dakota connections except for Sugar-LoafMountain, which takes place in the
Ozark Mountains of Arkansas. However, the Dakota setting is
integral to only two of them—Prairie-Dog Town and Mr. Woodchuck. In the others, the Dakota setting serves as a starting
point for tales that take place primarily in pretend worlds.
Baum's Dakota fairy tales date from a period in his career
when he was experimenting with many different forms of writing. The tremendous success he had with The Wonderful Wizard of Oz and its sequel. The Marvelous Land of Oz (1904),
resulted in pressure to write more Oz books, but he did not
want to be known only for his Oz stories. Shortly after publication of Ihe Land ofOz;^ he wrote a novel for adults titled 'The
Fate of a Crown (1905), a play titled The Woggle-Bug (1905), a
non-Oz fantasy titled Queen Zixi of Ix (1905), a boys' adventure story called Sam Steele's Adventures on Land and Sea
(19O6), a girls' story called Aunt fane's Nieces (1906), and a farcical fantasy titled/o^n Dough and the Cherub (1906).^
During this same period, he wrote stories for major American periodicals, becoming an especially frequent contributor to
the Delineator. This popular women's magazine, which began
in 1873 as a monthly periodical dedicated to women's fashions,
started including fiction after Charles Dwyer took over the edi4. After the first few printing.s, ihe titles of the first two Oz hcxtks were shortened to 7î)e
Wizard of Oz-dnú 'ITye Land of Oz.
5. A comprehensive bibliography of Baum's work can be tound in Hearn, Annotated
Wizard, pp. 365-78.
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a pftfmlar women's magazine. Tbe May 19()5 issue, pictured bere.
carried Baum's Dakota animal fairy tale "We Enchanted Bußah."
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torship in 1894^ Dwyer accepted a Christmas story written by
Baum titled "A Kidnapped Santa Claus" and included it in the
December 1904 issue of the magazine. In the next issue, the
Delineator announced that it would publish a series of original
animal fairy tales written by Baum. One of these stories ran
every month from January through September in a special section of the magazine called "Stories and Pastimes for Children."
Baum apparently intended to collect his animal faiiy tales into
a book, but this plan was not implemented during his lifetime.
The stories faded into obscurity until Frank Joslyn Baum and
Russell P. MacFall wrote several pages about them in To Please
a Child: A Biography of L. Frank Baum, which came out in
1961? Eight years later, MacFall compiled all nine into a book
finst published by the International Wizard of Oz Club in 1969
under the title Animal Fairy Tales. In 19B8, Books of Wonder
produced a facsimile of the nine Delineator articles.^
Most of Baum's animal fairy tales are fanciful stories set in
nondescript places, such as a tropical jungle. Some are influenced by Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Books, which came out in
1894 and 1895. Since Baum had never visited a tropical jungle,
he borrowed from Kipling's descriptions of jungles in India.
The two stories that take place on the Dakota prairie, however, have vivid settings, complete with realistic details that he
remembered from his years at Aberdeen. In contrast with animals from the other seven stories, the animal characters in the
Dakota tales likewise share many qualities exhibited by real
animals. Although they have the ability to speak, they often
behave in ways that are consistent with the behavior of the
6. For more information about the history of the Delineator, see Frank Lutlier Mott, A
History of American Magazines, vol. 3, /oó'5-./ífS5 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1938J, pp. 481-90; Mary Ellen Zuckennan, A History of Popular Women's Magazines in tbe
United .States. 1792-1995, Contributions in Women's Studies, no. 165 CWe.stport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1998), pp. 12-15.
7. Baum and MacFall, To Please a Child: A Biography of I. Frank Baum. Royal Historian ofOz (Chicago: Keilly Ik Lee Co.. 1961), pp. 220-23. For a more recent cuninientary an
Baum's Animal Faiiy Tales, see Michael O. Riley, Oz and Beytjndf '¡he Fantasy World of L.
Frank Baum (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1997), pp. 111-12.
8. MacFall. ed., Animal Fairy Tales, by L, Frank Baum, 2d ed. ([Escanaba. Mich.]: Internationa! Wizard n{ O?. Club, Inc., 1989); Baum, Animal Fa i ly 'tales {New York: Books of
Wonder, 19Bi:i). One of the tales, "The Discontented Gopher," was reprinted in Mark 1. West,
ed., A Wondrous Merrnfferie: Animal Fantasy Stories from American Children's Lüerature
(Haniden, Qmn.: Ardion B(K>ks, 1994), pp. 9Í-103,
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actual animals that inhabit the prairie. In his introduction to
Animal Fairy Tales, MacFall observed that in spite of allegory
and fantastic plots, the two tales set in Dakota "l^eiiefit from the
telling realism of a familiar background, an element which the
otliers lack. In 1904, Baum had never seen an elephant or giraffe
or tiger outside of a circus, and what he wrote about their jungle habits must have come from general reading and a lively
imagination."^
The first of Baum's Dakota fairy tales to see print was "The
Discontented Gopher," which appeared in the Delineator in
March 1905 as the third in the series. This story begins with
Mama Gopher summoning her three children. She informs them
that spring has arrived and it is time for them to leave her burrow and seek their own fortunes. She then explains that the
Gopher Fairies have provided her with a single magic talisman,
which is hidden in one of the three nuts that are spread out
before the youngsters. The children each select a nut, and
Zikky, the youngest, picks the one with the talisman. The
mother explains that the talisman "will grant you one of two
things; Contentment or Riches." Zikky, of course, chooses riches. He then scurries off across the prairie, following a mysterious "golden light" that is reminiscent of the famous yellow
brick road."^
Rather than riches that humans might covet, such as money
or jewels, Baum provides Zikky with "riches" that a typical
gopher would appreciate. Finding a vast supply of corn kernels
that some farmers had spilled while they were planting, Zikky
digs out a storehouse and fills it with the com, after which he
lives a life of leisure. Fventiially, however, he becomes bored
with his easy life: "Then he grew discontented, as people of
great wealth and no active interests are apt to do. He began to
find existence dull and uninteresting. There seemed to be
sometiiing lacking, in spite of his riches. He wondered what it
could be. He was healthy; he was fat; his home was comfortable; his storehouses would supply food for a lifetime; he had
no enemies to bother him. Yet he was discontented."^^
9. MacFall, Animal Fairy Tales, pp. 8-9.
10, Ibici., pp, 53-54,
11. Ibid, p. -in.
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Gophers sucb as this thirkx II i. . ,

.

•¡•¡i.'eä on the fertile

agricultural land surrounding Alardeen and provided Baum unth
models for Zikky and the other characters in "The Discontented Gopher. "

Zikky's restlessness causes him to leave the safety of his burrow and investigate a nearby farm. This decision leads to a
series of horrible events that nearly result in his death. Everything that happens to him, however, is consistent with the experiences of real gophers that Baum had observed near Aberdeen.
Zikky is shot at by a farmer, attacked by a dog, and stRick with
a stick by a boy. Finally, the same boy cuts off his tail, telling
a friend, "They pay a bounty of two cents for Gopher tails, in
Aberdeen." Zikky somehow manages to drag himself back to
his burrow where he collapses, "sobbing and broken-hearted."
From then on, he often chants to himself the foUowing little
mantra: "Contentment is best!"^^
When writing "The Discontented Gopher," Baum incorporated a dynamic that often occurs when wilderness areas are converted into centers of organized agriculture. This type of transition usually disrupts long-established ecosystems, frequently
12, Ibid,, pp, 63-64.
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resulting in unexpected problems for the farmers responsible
for the change. During the period that Baum lived in Aberdeen,
the surrounding prairie was being plowed under and planted
with wheat, corn, and other cash crops. Because the land had
never been cultivated, it was quite fertile. For a number of
years, the region produced good crops of high quality grain,
and the farmers prospered. ^-^ However, the wildlife that had inhabited the prairie before the advent of agriculture still lived in
the area and, in many cases, saw the farmers' crops as new
food sources. This response resulted in conflict between the
farmers and the native wildlife. Among the animals that presented a problem to Dakota farmers were gophers and prairie
dogs. The government responded by initiating a campaign to
eradicate these "pests" from the prairie. This overarching conflict provided Baum with a realistic backdrop for his fairy tale.
In some ways, "The Discontented Gopher" is a gopher-versusfarmer story told from the gopher's point of view.
Baum also had a more personal reason for encouraging his
young readers to see the world through the eyes of a gopher.
The author abhorred cruelty to animals, and it troubled him
when one of his own sons became a zealous participant in the
war on gophers and prairie dogs. His second son, Robert,
tempted by the government bounty paid for the tails, soon
became proficient at killing the animals. Through this tale and
some of his other stories, Baum tried to encourage all children
to be kind to animals even if the animals are sometimes classified as pests.^'*
"The Enchanted Buffalo," the second animal fairy tale that
Baum set on the Dakota prairie, initially appeared in the May
1905 issue of the Delineator. Unlike the gopher story, "The Enchanted Buffalo" takes place before the railroads crossed the
Dakota Territory, l:)efore the settlers began plowing up tlie prairie,
and before the great buffalo herds were decimated. Although
buffaloes were not a common sight around Aberdeen during
13. For more information about the eariy boom years of agriculture in the area around
Atxrrdeen, see Mart M. Cleworth, "Twenty Years of Brown County Agricultural History. 1880]a99," South Dakota HLslorical Collections 17 (1934): 17-^7.
1-1. Mifhae! Patrifk Hearn, Introduction to Twinkle and Chubbins: Their Astonishing
Adi-entutvs in Nature-Fairyland, by I., Frank Haum (F,scanaba, Mich.: International Wizard
of Oz Club, Inc., 1987), pp. ix-x.
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Baum's time there, buffalo stories were still an important part
of the local culture. Most originated among the Sioux (the
Dakota, Lakota, Nakota) Indians. Hunting buffalo played a key
role in the lives of the Sioux, and they told many stories that
featured these nomadic beasts.^'' Apparently inspired by these
tales, Baum created his own about a buffalo herd that gets
caught up in political intrigue.
In the beginning of "The Enchanted Buffalo," King Dakt. the
leader of the herd, is nearing the end of his reign. Several younger
bulls hope to take his place once the old king dies. One,
whose name is Barrag, forms a secret alliance with a magical
spirit known as O Pagshat, the "Evil Genius of the Prairies," and
together they plot to assassinate King Dakt. One spring day,
Barrag finds Dakt alone and quickly carries out the planned
assassination. He then proclaims liimself to be the new king,
but to his surprise, Dakt's young son, Oknu, challenges his
right to rule. Since Oknu is not fully grown, the elders in the
herd decide that a contest between Barrag and Oknu should
be postponed until Oknu is older. Barrag again consults O
Pagshat, who gives Barrag the power to transform Oknu into
another creature that might be more easily defeated. Barrag
turns Oknu into a panther, thinking that he couid easily cnish
his skull with one blow of his hoof. Oknu, however, escapes
the CRishing blow, jumps onto BaiTag's back, and sinks his teeth
into his neck. Unable to shake the panther off his back, Barrag
goes on a wild dash across the prairie until he finally collapses and dies. Upon Barrag's death, Oknu resumes his true hwifalo form. It takes him a year to find his herd, but when he
rejoins them, all seven hundred members accept him as their
new king.^''
The animal characters featured in "The Enchanted Buffalo"
are all associated with the native wildlife found on the Dakota
prairie. The buffalo, more accurately known as the American
bison, once ruled the prairie. Although Baum anthropomorphized these creatures, bison really do tend to organize themselves in loose herds with the bulls fighting for prominence in
15. For examples, .>•«•• Julian Rice, Ella Delorias The Buffalo People (Albuquerque; University of New Mexico Press, 1994).
16, MacFall, Animal Fairy Tales, pp. 85-9'i.
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V.-THE ENCHANTED BUFFALO
IFIIS is a tttlc of the Boyal Tribe
of Okolom — those mighty buffsloes that once dominated ell
the Western prnirifis.
Sever
hundred slrong WCTC the Okolom
—great, shaggy creatures herding -together and defyinB all
Eneroips. Their range was well
known lu the Indians, to lesser
herd» .If bisons and lo all the
wild aninULle that roamed in
the open; but nono cared to
molesT or interft-ir with Ihc Royal Trilir.
Dakt WHB ih« first King of tbe Okoluin. By odds tlie
rierccBt and most iotelUgent of his THLV. he founded the
Tril«, made the Laws that liirectBii their aclions and
led his subjecW through wars and dangen until they
were acknowledged maäters of the prairEp.
Dakt bad pnemies, oí murs;; even in tbe Royal Trilie.
As be grew "Id it was whispered he was in league with
Pftgsbal. the Evil Genius of thi; Prairies; yet few really
believed the lying tale, and those who did but feared
King Dflkt the more.
The days of this munatcli wert prosperous days for tbe
Okoloni. In Slimmer their feeding grounds were ever
rich in siicviili'nt groBtas; in Winter Dakt led thi'm In
fprtilf valli'ys in the shrltcr <if the mmintiiins.
But in rime tbe great leader grpw old anil gray. Hs
cuafled quarreling and fiKbtJng and began to love pnucio—

a sure sign that his days were numbered. Sometimes be
would stand miJtiOQlcsi for hours, apparently in deep
thought. HÍ5 dignity .rcls.tetl; be became peevish; his
eye, onto shrewd and wimpeUing, grew dim and glaied.
Many of tbe younger bulls, wbc coveted his Kingship,
waited for Dakt to die; some patiently, and some impatiently. Throughout the bcrd tbcre was an ur]<ieiTurrcnt
of fïcifemBnt. Then, one bright Spring morning, as thu
Tribe wandered in angle file toward new feeiling gr.^unds.
the old King lagged bcliind. Tliey miBseci him. prcsenlly,
and sent Barrag the Bull back over tíic hilts to look (or
him. Il was an hour bcfuic Ihia messenger returned,
coming into view above Ihe swell of tbe prairie.
•'The King in dead," »aid Barrag the Bull, as he walke/1
calmly into the miijsl uf thu tribe. "Old itgc has at last
overtaken him."
The memturrB of the Okolom lo-ikcd upon him curiously.
Then one snid "There is blood upon your homii, Barrag.
You did not wipp them wt-ll u|>on the gras.i."
Rürrag turned fiercely. "The old King is .lend." he
rrpeiited. "Hereafter, 1 am thp Kingl"
No one answered in vmrds; but, as the Trilie pressed
backward into a dense mass, fnur yming bulls remained
standing before Barrag. quietly facing the wniild-be King
He looked ïipoii them sternly. He had expected In
mnttnd for his royal "tine. It wns the Law thut uny of
the Tribe might light for the right ti> riiU- ihr Ofcol^ni.
But it surprised him to find there were four wbo darnl
dispute bis assertion tba. he was King,
«

Tbt DtHneatoi
Illustrated by Charles Livingston Bidt. "The E^ichanted liuffalo" ivas the
second of Baum's Dakota fairy tales to ap/x'ar in the Oelinearnr.
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rutting season.^^ MacFall saw the inclusion of a panther in the
story as a fantasy element. In his introduction to Animal Fairy
Tales, he states, "Black panthers are not native to the western
prairies, but magic makes them so."^*^ However, cougars (which
are sometimes called panthers) did, in fact, live on the prairie
during the time that the buffalo herds roamed free. The
cougars were especially common near the Black Hills area of
present-day South Dakota.^'^ Since mountains are mentioned
several times in the story, the inclusion of a panther is not inconsistent with the prairie setting.
Baum's descriptions of the vast stretches of open land are
smoothly incorporated into his plot and add a touch of reality
to an otherwise fantastic tale. A good example of Baum's use
of the prairie setting comes near the end of the story when Barrag is running away from the herd with the panther on his
back: "The prairie is vast. It is lonely, as well. A vulture, resting
on outstretched wings, watched anxiously the flight of Barrag
the Bull as hour by hour he sped away to the southward—the
one moving thing on all that great expanse. The sun sank low
and buried itself in the prairie's edge. Twilight succeeded, and
faded into night. And still a black shadow, leap by leap, sprang
madly through the gloom."^^ Taken together, "The Discontented Gopher" and "The Enchanted Buffalo" reveal a side to Baum's
writing that is a bit grittier and more serious than his upbeat Oz
books.
In contrast, the six books in the Twinkle Tales series are
more similar in tone to the Oz books, filled with touches of
humor and flights of fancy. However, because these stories
were originally intended for beginning readers, they are written
on a simpler level. The fact that Baum published them under
the pseudonym of Laura Bancroft suggests that the author saw
17. Harold P. Danz, Of Bison and Man fNiwot: University Press of Colorado, 1997), p.
21; Tom McHugli, Tbe Time of the Buffalo (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, BLson
Btx»ks. 1979). pp. 201-5.
18. MacFali, Animal Fairy Tales, p. 10.
19, Harold P. Danz, ¿bM^«/-/(Athens: Swallow Press/Ohio University Pres.s. 1999"). p. 219.
For another example of a children's story in which a paniher is living on the westem prairies,
see Laura Ingalls Wilder, Little House on tbe Prairie (New York: Harper & Row. 1953). pp.
255-62
20, MacFall. Animal Fairy Tales, p. 92.
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these stories as appealing primarily to girl readers. He often
used female pseudonyms when writing for girls, employing the
name Edith Van Dyne, for example, when he wrote the series
that began with Aunt Jane's Nieces.^^ In the case of the Twinkle Tales, he had some misgivings about using a pseudonym,
for he was proud of the stories and wanted to take credit for
them. According to Michael Patrick Hearn, Baum hoped to
republish the six Twinkle Tales along with Policeman Bluejay
(1907), which is a sequel to Bandit Jim Crow, in one volume
titled Baum's Wonder Book, but this project never came to
21. Hearn, Introduction to Twinkle and Chubbins, p. ii.

C2===T)

CHU

Twinkle and
Chubbins.
illustrated by
Maginel Wright
Enright. combined
all sLx Twinkle
Tales hooks in a
single folume.
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pass. In 1911, Baum's publishers, Reilly and Britton of Chicago,
collected the original six books and brought them out in a single volume titled Twinkle and Chuhhins. Weir Astonishing
Adventures in Nature-Fairyland, but Laura Bancroft was still
listed as the book's author. In 1987, Hearn arranged to have the
International Wizard of Oz Club, Inc., republish Twinkle and
Chuhhins, and this time the book finally appeared under
Baum's own name.^^
Like The Wizard of Oz, most of the Twinkle Tales feature a
girl who lives on a farm in the middle of the prairie. Her name
is Twinkle, and she lives with her parents near the tiny town
of Edgeley, North Dakota. Baum was familiar with the real
Edgeley, located about sixty miles north of Aberdeen, because
he had visited there a number of times. His wife's sister, Julia
22. Ibid.. pp. ii-iv.

Maud Baum s sister, fulia Gage Carpeitter, had settled with her family in
Hdgeley, the toum that (jecame the setting for the Ttvinkte Tales. From lefl are fulia,
her children Hairy and Magdalena, and hnshand James D ("Frank ") Carpenter.
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With its modest bouse and roivs of young trees, tbis farm near Edgeley
typified the homesteads tbat dotted the ßat prairie north of Aberdeen.

Gage Carpenter, and Julia's husband, Frank, had moved to the
Edgeley area in 1882 as homesteaders and struggled to support
themselves and their children through farming.^^ Twinkle's parents also work at farming, but these fictional characters are
more successful at this occupation than the Carpenters ever
were.
Of the six Twinkle stories, the Dakota prairie figures most
prominently in Prairie-Dog Town. Although this story is not the
first in the series, it is the one that introduces the reader to
Edgeiey, opening with an amusing description:
On the great western prairies of Dakota is a little town
called Edgeley, because it is on the edge of civilization—
a very big word which means some folks have found a
better way to live than other folks. The Edgeley people
have a good way to live, for there are almost .seventeen
wooden houses there, and among them is a school-house,
a church, a store and a blacksmith-shop. If people walked
out their front doors they were upon the little street; if
they walked out the i:)ack doors they were on the broad
23. Ibid., p. vi. See also Don Art/., A Tour of L Frank Baum's Aberdeen (Aberdeen, S.Dak.:
Memories Incorporated, 1997). p. 17.
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prairies. That was why Twinkle, who was a farmer's little
girl, lived so near the town that she could easily walk to
school. ^"^

As the story progresses, Twinkle and her friend Chubbins, the
son of the local schoolteacher, go on a community picnic.
While everyone else is eating and relaxing, Twinkle and Chubbins wander off across the prairie and discover a prairie-dog
town. Intrigued by the mounds of earth, they decide to lie quietly nearby and wait for the animals to "stick their heads up,"^^
Up until this point, the story is completely realistic, but the rest
of the tale is full of fantasy elements.
While they are waiting, a prairie dog emerges from one of
the mounds and begins to talk with the children. He inibrms
24. Baum, Th^nkle and Chuhbins. pp. 137-38,
25. Ibid., p. 14«.

Waving bis paws and
rolling his eyes. Presto
Dif^ipre/mres to shrink
tbe children to rodent
size so they can explore
the animals' underground
world in liannfs FrairieDüg T<ïwn. MagifU'l Wright
Enright illustrateti this and
the other Tivinkle Tales.
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them that an entire subterranean town lies beneath their feet.
Twinkle and Chubbins want to visit it. but they are far too large
to enter. A prairie-dog magician named Presto Digi solves the
problem by shrinking the children to his size. The children
then explore the lilliputian world of the prairie dogs, where
they learn that the animals' underground community is similar
to the above-ground world they had left behind. Nothing too
exciting happens, but the children get to know a prairie-dog
family and are tlie guests of honor at a zany luncheon sponsored by the town's mayor. The story ends with the children
returning to the surface where Presto Digi restores them to
their normal size. The final lines suggest that the children were
simply dreaming: "Do you think we've been asleep?" Twinkle

At the prairie-dog
mayor's luncheon.
Twinkle politely
sampled dishes ¡ike
milktiHied soup,
tbkstle-green salad.
and cakes tvith
prairie bee honey.
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PPWQODCHUCK

Dressed in a swallow-tailed

coat and shoes with situer
buckles, a dignified Mr.
Woodchitck graced the cover
of the btmk Baum wrote
under the pseudonym of
Laura Bancroß in 1906.

LAURA BANCROFT

asks. Chubbins replies, '"Course not. . . . It's easy 'nough to
know that, Twink, 'cause Tm sleepy nowl''^*^
The conclusion of Prairie-Dog Town brings to mind another
story in which a child falls asleep and then dreams of going on
an underground adventure. Tliat story, of course, is Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865). In both stories,
the protagonistii drift off while resting outdoors, follow an animal into a magical subterranean world, interact with antlii'opomorphic creatures, experience dramatic changes in size, participate in an unusual afternoon luncheon (called a tea party in
Alice), and finally wake up back in the same place where their
adventures started.
26. Ibid,, p, 193.
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Mr. Woodchuck, the other Twinkle Tale that makes extensive
use of the Dakota setting, also shares characteristics witli Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland. In the beginning of Mr. Woodchuck, Twinkle's father decides to trap a woodchuck that has
been eating his crops. Twinkle eagerly accompanies her father
while he sets the deadly steel trap near the animal's hole. She
lingers near, hoping to catch a glimpse of the woodchuck.
While she is waiting for the creature to appear, she falls asleep
in the grass. What follows is a dream sequence that combines
the sort of fantasy elements found in Alice with a moral message about the importance of treating animals with kindness.
The dream begins with Twinkle observing a jackrabbit,
•'dressed in a messenger-boy's uniform," delivering a telegram
to Mr. Woodchuck.-^ Like Carroll's White Rabbit, this rabbit is
in a hurry. He thmsts the telegram into Mr. Woodchuck's hands
and dashes off. The woodchuck reads the telegram and learns
about the trap. Noticing Twinkle, he takes her into a beautiful
garden, much like the garden in Alice. Once there, Mr. Woodchuck and Twinkle have an interesting conversation, which
causes the girl to begin to see the world from a different point
of view:
"It's very pleasant in this garden," said Twinkle. "I don't
mind being here a bit."
"But you cati't stay here," replied Mister Woodchuck,
"and you ought to be very uncomfortable in my presence.
You see, you're one of the deadliest enemies of my race.
All you human beings live for or think of is how to torture
and destroy woodchucks."
"Oil, no!" she answered. "We have many more important things than that to think of But when a woodchuck
gets eating our clover and the vegetables, and spoils a lot,
we ¡ust have to do something to stop it. That's why my
papa .set the trap."
•'You're selfish," said Mister Woodchuck, "and you^re
cruel to poor little animals that can't help themselves, and
have to eat what they can find, or starve. There's enough
for all of us growing in the broad fields,
The woodchuck concluded that the land had "belonged to
the wild creatures long before you people came here and began
27. Ibid., p. 18.
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to farm. And really, there is no reason why you should be so
cruel. It hurts dreadfully to be caught in a trap."-^
Like Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, Mr. Woodchuck concludes with a surreal court proceeding. Twinkle is put on trial
for her role in the setting of the trap. Presiding over the court
is Judge Stoneyheart, an old and wise woodchuck who realizes
that Twinkle is dreaming. Nonetheless, he condemns her as an
enemy of the peaceful animals. He argues that Twinkle must remember her dream, and lie is of the opinion that "people don't
28. Ibid., pp. 30-31.

To etch tbe lessons from
Twinkles dream into
her memory, a stem
Judge Stoneybeart
sentenced the }>irl to
step into a trap like the
one her father bad set
for the uioodcbtick. She
uoke up before she
made the final move.
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remember dreams unless the dreams are unusually horrible."^
To insure that she does not forget the lessons that she has
learned, he sentences her to step on the same type of trap that
her father had set. Just as she is about to put her foot in the
trap, she wakes up. That evening, she implores her father never
to set another trap. The father agrees, and the trap "was never
used again."3**
Even though Prairie-Dog Town and Mr Woodchuck have similar plots, they differ in tone and theme. Prairie-Dog Town is a
breezy and fanciful tale that ends without imparting a moral
message. Mr Woodchuck is a more focused and serious story
that clearly is intended to cause children to question some of
society's prevailing practices concerning the treatment of animals. In terms of theme, Mr. Woodchuck has more in common
with "The Discontented Gopher." Both stories deal with the
interactions between animals and humans, and both encourage
the reader to feel empathy for the animals as they struggle to
exist alongside the more powerful humans.^^
Baum's Dakota fairy tales not only provide evidence of his
sympathetic interest in the lives of prairie animals, but they also
reveal the various ways that Baum made creative use of his
familiarity with Dakota geography. The landscape of the prairie
figures in all these stories. However, the emotions associated
with the prairie vary from tale to tale. In "The Discontented
Gopher" and Prairie-Dog Toum, the characters seem intrigued
by the vast open space. In the beginning of "The Discontented
Gopher," Zikky experiences a sense of exhilaration as he dashes across the prairie, while in Prairie-Dog Town, Twinkle and
Chubbins find the prairie to be a wondrous place full of hidden secrets for curious and observant children to discover. In
"The Enchanted Buffalo," however, the prairie is portrayed as a
lonely and daunting place, especially when separated from
one's community. Although the prairie landscape is only
peripheral to Mr. Woodchuck, the story's human characters—
especially the father—see the prairie as a sort of adversary. Like
29. Ibid.. p, 62,
30. Ibid., p. 68.
31. Baum's desire to teach children to be kind to animals can also be seen in Policeman
Bluejay (Chicago: Reilly & Britton Co., 19071, the sequel to Bandit Jim Crow.
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many Dakota homesteaders, the father tends to regard the
prairie as enemy territory that must be conquered and cultivated.
In these tales, Baum also drew on his knowledge of Dakota
history and culaire. Three of them—"The Discontented Gopher,"
Prairie-Dog Toivn, and Mr. Woodcbuck—deal in one way or
another with the early history of agriculture in Dakota. Although
Baum never attempted to farm the prairie himself, he knew
much about the topic. He often discus.sed the ups and downs
of agriculture with friends and neighbors and wrote a number
of pieces on it for the Aberdeen Saturday Pioneer. In "The Enchanted Buffalo," Baum incorporated some of the elements of
Sioux history and lore that he had absorbed from living in a
region where the Sioux still exerted a major influence, Baum,
like most of the settlers who moved to the Dakota prairie during the 1880s and 1890s, harbored racist attitudes toward Indians,^^ but at least in this story, he paid homage to the Sioux tradition of telling magical stories about the l.->uffalo and the other
wild animals of the plains. Baum's Dakota fairy tales, when
placed within the context of the entire body of his published
writings, are fairly minor works. Still, they provide ample evidence that Baum could find inspiration in real places, such as
the Dakota prairie, as well as create imaginary places, such as
Oz.
32, Koupal. Preface to Our Landlady, pp. x-xi; Aitz, Tour of L. Frank Baum s Aberdeen,
p,5.
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